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Introduction 
In December, 1788, Mathew Carey, a Philadelphia printer and publisher, wrote that he had 
been forced to bed by a pain in his "heart" so intense that his belief in his premature death "was as 
strong on my mind as my natural existence." However, by the time the pain stopped in 1791, 
Carey realized that his chest pain was psychosomatic and attributed his improved health to the 
psychological factor of his "greater content" after marriage. In fact, Carey suffered from 
hypochondria, an ailment in which "personal and social distress is expressed in an idiom of bodily 
complaints." Far from indicating heart disease, Carey's chest pain was a representation of the 
' 
distress connected with his pioneering magazine enterprise, The American Museum. When Carey 
launched the Museum as a national _magazine in January, 1788, he sought a state of "ease, 
affluence, happiness ... , respectability, and public usefulness." However, when limited capital 
and slow-paying subscribers forced Carey into a worsening state of poverty and indebtedness, his 
I 
anxiety, frustration, and humiliation found expression in debilitating chest pain. 1 
During the l 780's and l 790's, most Philadelphia artisans employed their bod!es to 
represent their identification with pre-industrial values of"independence,''_"honor," 
I 
"respectability," and "community." In the Federal Procession of 1788, for instance, hundreds of 
' 
artisans wore ceremonial white aprons and carried tools to represent their embodied craft skills as 
I 
I 
the source of their personal independence and value to the community. Most traditional artisans 
could represent their bodies in terms of "independence" because their anxieties and troubles were 
limited by the local character of their economic exchanges--they were "independent" of the 
vicissitudes of a national or world market. This was not the case with Carey, who made himself 
vulnerable to pressure from a wide variety of sources by distributing the Museum n~tionally. 
I 
When his distant customers refused to pay for the Museum, Carey was forced to negotiate new 
loans, put off the payment of wages to his journeymen, and press his local distributors for 
l 
I 
2 
remissions. In fact, Carey had so little cash that he had to borrow money to buy food at the 
market and pay postage on his mail. Facing all these difficulties, Carey could not represent 
himself in terms of such values as independence and honor like other artisans. Instead, Carey 
developed symptoms of hypochondria in which his sense of helplessness and doom WflS 
represented as a painful disease of his body. 2 
During the late 18th and early 19th century, representation of the body changed among 
Philadelphia artisans and working people. In this paper, I will focus on the role of pre-industrial 
leisure in artisan body representation and the effect of early industrialization on body 
representation among those who continued to participate in pre-industrial leisure. First, I examine 
the mechanisms through which artisan participants in pre-industrial leisure identified their bodies 
with their society's values of independence, honor, respectability, and community. Pre-industrial 
leisure activities were organized as "processes of recognition" which alternated between (mostly), 
competitive performances and collective judgments. Participation enabled artisans to: engage in a 
symbolic process in which they violently overcame painful feelings of "care" and "trouble" and 
then experienced their own association with values like independence and honor reflected back to 
them by the group. Repeated participation in pre-industrial leisure over the course of the day and 
week enabled artisans to maintain a representation of their bodies in terms of pre-industrial values. 
' 
Second, I analyze evidence concerning the difficulties of bodily representation experienced 
by artisans during the first decades of industrialization. First, I examine the autobiographical 
writings of John Fitch, the clockmaker and silversmith who worked on steamboats in Philadelphia 
from 1785 to 1792. I argue that Fitch responded to the problems of steamboat-building by first 
equating the blasting of his hopes with the torture of his body and then by postulating, his death as 
a condition for overcoming his various "cares." Unable to identify himself with "independence" 
and "honor" while enmeshed in the steamboat project, Fitch engaged in a symbolic innovation-
1 
self-representation through torment and extinction--that took him outside the bounds ,of pre-
industrial culture. Second, I examine the increasing incidence of mania a potu during the 1820's 
and 1830's. I maintain that, psychologically as well as economically, industrialization traumatized 
2 
3 
workers who experienced it. The hallucinations of those who suffered from mania a potu resulted 
from the long-term failure of those artisans and workers to identify their bodies with ,pre-industrial 
: ' 
values. 
II. Leisure and the Embodiment of Meaning 
To understand how the leisure activities of traditional Philadelphia artisans allowed them, 
to embody meanings such as independence, it is important to comprehend the role of feelings like 
' 
"care" in artisan self-representation. Terms like "care," "trouble," "pain," "woes," and "ills" were 
I 
' ' 
used to describe mental states ranging from compulsive worry to hypochondria and melancholy. i 
From the evidence of drinking songs and other celebrations ofleisure, "cares," "troubles," and the 
like were both pervasive and intensely troubling to those who suffered from them. This was 
especially the case because "care" often involved the representation of the body (and.mind) as 
subject to division, penetration, dismemberment, and annihilation. However, these same sources: 
I 
also indicate that participation in leisure allowed individuals to displace or remove representations 
of bodily vulnerability to violence. In this sense, participation in leisure served to counter-act the 
representations associated with "care," "trouble," and other such mental states. 
One example of this concern for "care," "trouble," and similar states comes iri "A Song," a 
' 
short celebration ofleisure that was written into the tavern account book of Robert ~nd Lydia 
Moulder. 
Will care cure the toothache or cancel a debt 
Will duns or the gout be assuaged by a fret 
repining and whining both double our woe 
3 
So I'll laugh and be fat and take things as they go 
I 
"Care" can denote a worry, grief, or solicitude that is so intense that it becomes a mental ; 
burden. This song assumed that the audience was familiar with care from personal el'perience arid 
currently might be tempted to fall into an attitude of care. "A Song" argued that all jndividuals 
should avoid "care" in relation to problems like toothaches and debt because intense :worry and 
3 
4 
concern was not going to correct a rotten tooth or produce money to pay debts that was not 
already there. If anything, the intensity of the worry and concern in "care" would have functioned 
' ' 
to paralyze individuals and keep them from taking the best course of action to address these kinds 
of practical problems. "Care" is also associated with behaviors like "fretting", "repining," and 
"whining" that distract people from addressing their difficulties and serve both to exacerbate 
practical problems and increase the mental trauma associated with those problems. "Repining" is 
especially harmful because of its connotations oflanguishing in inactivity and otherwise 
withdrawing from social intercourse. 
As an alternative to "care," "A Song" recommends leisure as a .strategy for dealing with 
the practical problems of life. To "laugh and be fat" is to engage fully in leisure. It is to eat 
heartily, enjoy a friendly glass, join in workplace drinking and observe the holidays, all of which is 
the opposite of being consumed with care. To laugh and be fat is to be happy in the: face of 
practical difficulties. For people to signify their bodies in terms oflaughing and being fat was to; 
convey a bodily integrity and self-sufficiency that was invulnerable to the impact of either practical 
problems or the "breast-disturbing fears" linked to care. To "laugh and be fat" is to assert a 
strong sense ofwell-being--a state of satisfaction, fullness, and satiation--despite the difficulties of 
everyday life. Leisure is thus a sphere where practical difficulties lose their psychological 
significance and participation in leisure makes it possible for individuals to deal fruitfully with the· 
inevitable problems, to take things as they go.4 
Poor economic conditions continually confronted Philadelphia artisans with ~he kind of 
difficulties referred to in "A Song." Even masters had a difficult time making enough money to 
support their families in trades like shoemaking and tailoring. According to Billy S~th, the 
incomes of master shoemakers and tailors fell below the level required to purchase basic 
commodities during the l 780's and only recovered to barely meet such expenses during the 
l 790's. Deriving small profits from their trades, master shoemakers and tailors must have 
experienced considerable difficulty in paying for basic raw materials, journeymen's wages, and 
apprentices' food even in normal circumstances. Seasonal downturns, personal illness, illness in 
I 
4 
5 
the family, and defaulting customers could force master shoemakers and tailors to forego wage 
payments to journeymen, skimp on food and clothing to their apprentices, and fail tq pay debts to 
suppliers and creditors, who might threaten them with bankruptcy and debtors prison if they could 
not repay debts. 5 
Journeymen faced even greater problems because their standard of living wa8 lower. 
Even at the peak of artisan prosperity during the colonial period, fully-employed journeymen 
shoemakers and tailors could not earn enough money from their labor to afford basic commodities 
I 
for their families. Such they counted on income from their wives to bring family earnings up to a 
subsistence level. The economic downturns, illness, and failure to collect on debts which brought 
masters close to bankruptcy brought journeymen to a state of privation. Journeymen shoemakers 
and tailors could reduce their expenses by doubling up with other families or only eating coarse 
grains, but such strategems created the persistent difficulties of interpersonal disputes and 
susceptibility to illness. Wages for- these and other trades dropped severely during the recession 
years of the late l 780's and early l 790's, and with few examples, only equaled the c~lonial level 
after 1800. For journeymen, "cares" and "woes" referred to the waves of personal difficulty 
precipitated by the onset of winter, cyclical downturns in the economy, a bout of personal illness, 
sickness in the family, or the failure of masters to pay wages. Any one of these conditions could 
initiate a crisis in which the journeyman and his family could not pay theirsmall debts, afford food 
and rent, or procure petty loans from friends or relatives. Journeymen thus could be expected to 
be routinely pre-occupied with "cares" and "woes. "6 
The formulations concerning "care" in "A Song" were relatively mild compared to the 
formulations for "care," "trouble," "woes," and "ills" in other popular songs and poems. Where 
"A Song" portrayed "care" as an attitude that is taken by individuals, other songs and poems 
portray "woes" and "ills" as inevitably happening to individuals. In formulating "care" as an 
externally imposed condition, such songs and poems signify individuals and their bodies as subject 
to division, penetration, violence, death, and dismemberment. For instance, the sigr\ of the Union 
Hotel attributes a malignancy to "woes" and "ills" that is not found in "A Song": 
5 
6 
Whatever may tend to soothe the soul below 
To dry the tear and blunt the shaft of woe, 
To drown the ills that discompose the min?f 
All those who seek at Warwick's shall find 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I I 
Where "A Song" portrays falling into "care" as a poor response to practical ~roblems, th~ 
sign of the Union Hotel assumes that its audience will recognize themselves as alreaJy afllicted 1
1 with "woes" and "ills." These "shafts of woe" and "ills" are formulated as foreign m~ntal bodies 
I ' 
' ' 
which exercise a violence and destructiveness on the mind, as shafts of woe that penhrate into the 
I I 
mind from outside and ills that work to break down mental organization or "discomP,ose" the I 
' 
mind. The verse itself signifies individuals as mentally divided between the mind and. the 
I 
I 
' 
I 
malignant states of ills and woes attacking the mind. Perhaps more importantly, the verse takes I 
for granted that individuals passing by the hotel would signify themselves in the samJ way. i 
In the sign to the Union Hotel, leisure functions as a psychological counter-f~rce to woe~ 
. I 
and ills. Where woes are seen as shafts that penetrate into the individual's soul, participating in \ 
. i 
leisure opposes further penetration and prevents further damage to mental equilibriuiP. Woes an~ 
I 
leisure are thus posed in a relationship of violence with woe representing an exterior 'condition 
that forces its way into the mind and leisure representing an exterior condition that abs to oppos~ 
: ! 
woe within the mind, thus functioning to soothe the mind. The same is the case with: "ills" which[ 
I I 
violently work to dissolve the mind's coherence whereas sharing a friendly glass "dro\vns" those 1 
ills. Where business slowdowns, illnesses, and the inability to collect debts and wage~ were ! 
- I . 
external events which precipitated mental states of"care," "ills," and "woes" for artisans, leisure 1 
I I 
I i 
activities were a set of external events which functioned to eliminate those mental sta~es. Where i 
' ' 
practical problems acted violently on artisan mental functioning, leisure acted violent!! to remove; 
that harm. Conceiving leisure as a counter-violence to "trouble" and "care" is importPit in other : 
I ' 
songs as well. For instance, a drinking song reprinted in Robert Wain's A Hermit in America on a 
I ' 
I 
7 
Visit to Philadelphia ends with the couplet: "if any care or pain remains, why drown it in the 
bowl."8 . I J 
In other songs, terms like "cares," "woes," and "ills,: were linked to the signijication of the 
body as an object of violation and dismemberment. For example, in "Spanking JacJ" "troubles"! 
are identified with the signification of the bo~y as an object of external violence. I I 
"Spanking Jack" 
Spanking Jack was so comely, so pleasant, so jolly 
Tho' winds blew great guns still he'd whistle and sing 
Jack lov'd his friend, and was true to his Molly, 
And if honor gives greatness, was great as a king: 
One night, as we droe with two reefers in our mainsail 
And the scud came on low'ring· upon a lee shore 
Jack went aloft for to hand the top ga'ant sail, 
A spray wash'd him off; and we ne'er saw him more 
But grieving's a folly, 
Come let us be jolly; 
If we've troubles at sea, boys, we've pleasures ashore 
Bonny Ben was to each jolly messmate a brother, 
He was manly and honest, good natur'd and free; 
If ever one tar was more true than another 
To his friend and his duty, that sailor was he: 
One day with the davit, to heave the cadge anchor 
Ben went in a boat on a bold craggy shore, 
He overboard tipt, when a shark and a spanker 
Soon nipt him in two, and we ne'er saw him more 
But grieving's a folly, 
Come, let us be jolly; 
If we've troubles at sea boys, we've pleasures ashore. 
Whiffing Tom, still full of mischief of fun in the middle 
thro' life in all weathers at random would job 
He'd dance and he'd sing, and he'd play on the fiddle 
And swig, with an air, his allowance of grog: 
Long side of a Don, in the Terrible frigate 
As yard arm and yard arm we lay off the shore 
In and out Whiffing Tom did so caper and jib it 
That his head was shot off and we ne'er saw him more 
But grieving's a folly 
Come let us be jolly 
If we'Ve troubles at sea boys, we've pleasures ashore. 
But what of it all lads: Shall we be downhearted 
8 
Because that mayhap we now take our last sup? 
Life's cable must one day or other be parted; 
And death, in fast mooring, will bring us all up. 
Yet 'tis always the way on't--one scarce finds a brother 
Fond as pitch, honest, hearty, and true to the core 
But by battle or storm, or some fell thing or other, 
He's popp'd off the hooks, and we ne'er see him more 
But grieving's a folly 
Come let us be jolly 
9 If we've troubles at sea boys, we've pleasures ashore. 
In "Spanking Jack," the practical difficulties of the sea make it necessary for individuals to 
I 
acknowledge the fundamental vulnerabilities of their bodies. Even though "Sparuoog Jack," 
I 
"Bonnie Ben," and "Whiffing Tom" were paragons of manly virtue, they were subje<;t to instant / 
I 
and horrible deaths at the hands of nature. The horrible nature of the sailors' deaths ~aised the 
i 
question of whether the vulnerability to death and dismemberment is the only valid r~presentation 
' I 
of the human condition: "But what of it all lads? Shall we be downhearted/ Because that mayhap 
I 
we now take our last sup?" The answer to this question is that leisure justifies other 
I 
I 
representations of the human body and human condition. The refrain to "Spanking Jack" poses a 
simple equality between "troubles 'at sea" and "pleasures ashore." If troubles at sea ~volve the : -
i ' 
loss of friends and mates, new ones could be gathered through parti<;ipation in leisure. If troubles 
I 
have a connotation of the wlnerability of one's body to penetration, dismembermentJ and death, i 
I 
pleasures serve to reconstruct the body's integrity. This would also be the case with 'artisan 
I 
purchasers of" Spanking Jack" who might have identified their own "troubles" as involving the 1 
I 
signification of their bodies as subject to invasion or dismemberment and identified leisure as an 
I 
activity through which they could reconstruct a bodily integrity. It is this kind ofbo1ily integrity i 
that is conveyed by the injunction to "laugh and be fat" in "A Song." Drinking, games, 
I 
celebrations, and tavern socializing would all make it possible to recreate a diverse scinse of the 
: I 
potential of one's body, to associate the body with either the masculine exploits of seamanship or, 
the masculine art of practicing a trade. I : 
I 
I 
8 
9 
Participation in leisure seived as an antidote to "cares" and "troubles because the 
' 
organization ofleisure activities as "processes of recognition" allowed artisans to re-establish an 
identification with values like independence and honor. Artisan leisure activities cJ be I 
considered as "processes of recognition" because such leisure activities revolved arbund the I 
I I 
acclaim or acknowledgement of individuals by various kinds of groups. From the ~ost informal 
' ' I 
streetcorner gatherings to the operations of formal organizations like fire and militi~ companies, I 
artisan leisure both provided all participants with opportunities to display their skill,\ knowledge,! 
courage and other attributes and subjected those to the evaluation of a group. Work breaks, i 
street encounters, tavern discussions, games, and holiday celebrations were organiz~d as 
situations of performance in which individuals (and groups) displayed their ability, 19iowledge, or 
' 
discipline before a collective body. Through their performances, artisans sought co~ective 
i 
acknowledgement of their individual distinctness while groups affirmed their collective solidarity 
I ' 
as they judged individual performances. 1 O I 
I 
These sequences of performances and judgments involved a symbolic process which 
! 
reversed the process of falling into "cares" and "troubles." Where "care" involved the 
. I , 
signification of the body as subject to the violence of imagined external threats, leisJre activities'. 
provided a process for re-establishing an identification with positive values and meahmgs. 
I : 
Because pre-industrial leisure activities were largely competitive, participllllts were futroduced t6 
people and things which they experienced as symbolizing the threats associated witJ their cares. l 
i 
The consequent defeat or overthrow of these people or things was also experienced :as the 
I 
overthrow of the threats associated with care, thus freeing individuals from the signification of 
I 
themselves as afilicted or troubled. Further, the applause, shouts, huzzahs, and oth~r forms of 
I 
collective approval that followed upon the overthrow of opposition provided participants with ah 
I : 
external communication associating them with values of "independence," "honor," ahd ' 
"distinction." With their own independence, etc. being "mirrored" to them in this w4y, , 
I ! 
participants in cultural activities could once again signify themselves, their minds, anli their bodies 
I 
9 
10 
in terms of these values. In other words, values of independence, honor, and the like were 
embodied once again as the meanings of an artisan's existence. : 
I . 
One particularly good example of how artisan leisure worked as a social an~ symbolic I 
process is an inventing contest that took place between Jacob Perkins and a naval officer at the I 
shop of Perkins and Sellers on Mulberry Court. Jacob Perkins was a machinist and inventor who 
' ' ! I 
built small fire engines in partnership with Coleman Sellers between 1813 and 1817.I Commodote 
Murray was a frequent visitor to the workshop of Perkins and Sellers who "would ~e and fancie~ 
himself an inventor." Seeking to prove himself the equal ofinventive mechanics likJ Perkins, 
. I 
Murray came to the shop one day to display a ship's pump of his design. However, ~eing 
unschooled in basic mechanics, Murray did not realize that he had spent months re-~venting th~ 
I 
I 
beer pump. For Perkins, Murray's ignorance created an opportunity to display his own inventive 
' 
r I 
skill. At first, Perkins acted like he was interested in Murray's invention, working t~e pump a fe['V 
' I 
times and complimenting Murray, repeating "it works well, Commodore; it is a capi~al thing." I 
Then, Perkins launched into a story of how his own extemporaneous invention of a pump had '. 
I 
saved a heavily-laden schooner from sinking in a storm. Going into detail about how he fashionbd 
the pump in less than an hour, Perkins "became more and more excited" and finished by boastin~ 
I 
I 
to Murray that he could make a better pump than Murray's in less than half an hour and would be 
I 
willing to bet an oyster dinner for twelve on his success. 11 ; / 
Murray had been seeking recognition as an inventor from a group of artisan~ by putting bn 
I . 
an exhibition of his pump, but Perkins' boast turned Murray's exhibition into a comp1etition that I 
pitted half an hour of Perkins' efforts against several months of Murray's. Artisans ~ounted and 
attended a wide variety of exhibitions where individuals sought acclaim by displayink their talenls 
and learning before an audience. These included recitals, public debates, displays o~ inventions, [ 
novelty exhibits, and theatrical performances. Likewise, artisans could initiate comJetitions by : 
boasting of their knowledge, skill, courage, or ability to eat and drink. They also stbed i 
I ' 
I I 
competitive trials by insulting potential rivals and launching into performances. Among the fire I 
and militia companies, occasions like fires or training days precipitated competitionJ among the : 
10 
11 
companies and provided situations in which members could spark further contests through their 
boasts, challenges, and insults. Philadelphia artisans also initiated the pursuit ofrecognition by 
taking their tum in the pre-arranged sequences of tavern games, pitch-penny, card gbes, and 
bowling. Participation in leisure activities that involved seeking recognition began Jth the first 
work break at eleven a.m. and did not end until artisans left the taverns in the evenink. 12 
I 
Sources portray informal artisan leisure activities as occurring within "compi&ies" which 
I 
collectively judged their members. In the case of Perkins and Murray, a company aria dozen me~ 
gathered to watch their exchange, including the craftsmen in the shop, two or three regular I 
visitors, and two boatmen from out of state. When Perkins challenged Murray to anl inventing 
I 
competition, he was using Murray's easily recognized ignorance as an opportunity t~ display his ' 
I 
own abilities for the potential approval of the company. Perkins was also engaging liimselfin an 
! 
' 
onerous set of obligations that he would need to fulfill in order to receive recognitio~ from the 
gathered company. By committing himself to a half-hour time limit, he was creatingi.a severe teJ 
I I 
of his abilities to instantly invent machines and obligating himself to have the success, or failure of 
' ' 
' 
his efforts judged according to the criteria of that test. This was a test that Perkins 'f uld have I 
easily failed, which would have exposed him to embarrassment and ridicule. Such defeat would 
have been especially painful because he would have been defeated by a fool like MuJay. 
13 
After Murray accepted the bet, he and the rest of the company watched as PJrkins built J 
the pump he had described out of handy materials like an old boot. Perkins had his Ju~p wor~g 
I 
within 24 minutes and it was so obviously superior that Murray declined a trial. In f~ct, Perkins' i 
pump was a new kind of pump, becoming known as a "box pump," and was used on river barges
1 
for years. Having seen Perkins win the bet, Murray met his own obligation, telling Perkins to 
I : 
name the time and guest list for the oyster supper. Murray also gave Perkins the kind of flattering 
! I 
praise he had hoped to receive for himself, remarking "that the United States can hale any numb;r 
of my safety pumps on all their vessels, but they cannot find a Jacob Perkins for evef man of f 
war." For Perkins, who no doubt was already glowing in the assembled group's admiration of his 
' 
11 
12 
inventiveness and dexterity as a craftsman, this testimonial was the highest kind of praise. He still 
remembered it fifteen years Iater. 14 
' 
Perkins' story of saving the storm-tossed schooner is the key to understandmg how the 
I 
contest with Murray affected Perkins' signification of his body. In his story, Perkin~' efforts to 
I 
invent the pump are told ~ part of a struggle against a raging sea that threatened t~ destroy the 
I 
cargo, sink the vessel, and end Perkins' own life. In his telling of the story, Perkins l initially 
I , 
signifies his body as something that is subject to violent forces and then represents liimself as abie 
to use his craft skill and inventiveness to overcome such forces, and thus end his ex~osure to 
natural perils. Perkins' representation of himself as exposed to a violent nature in t~s way mak~s 
his exposure palpable in a manner analogous to the chest pain which gave exposurelan immediacy 
as the meaning of his body to Carey. Representations of death and disease were mJiie concrete;in 
Carey' chest pains because they were conveyed as an objective condition of Carey's 'body. Carey's 
. hypochondria signified bodily exposure by representing it as "real." 15 In Perkins' c~e, the \ 
I , 
representation of his body in terms of exposure was concrete because it was experienced as an ' 
' I 
objective condition arising from a stormy sea and leaky vessel. The difference betw'een Perkins' I 
story and Carey's chest pain was the amount of symbolic play in their representation of bodily · 
exposure. Where Carey was representing his exposure to violent forces as "real" inlhis chest pain, 
Perkins was aware of the fictive character of his exposure to the sea, and thus was +le to I 
manipulate his narrative in his effort to challenge Murray. 16 I · 
However, by telling the story of saving the schooner as a preface to his challenge, Perkins 
was bringing connotations of his exposure to death into his upcoming contest with kurray. Thb 
chance that Perkins might not create a superior pump meant that he might suffer hubmation and 
embarrassment before the group. By telling the story of the schooner, Perkins was ~dicating th[at 
the possibility of defeat had the further connotation of vulnerability to external thrJt. Like j 
, I I 
Carey's hypochondria, the connotations of vulnerability were concretely real for Perkins in that he 
I : 
viewed them as part of the contest. The contest was thus a reprise of the fictional sil'tuation oft~e 
sinking schooner. 
12 
13 
Carey's hypochondria made his exposure palpable in a way that paralyzed hijn. On the 
other hand, the connotations of bodily vulnerability and exposure seen in Perkins' cqallenge could 
I , 
be counteracted. When Perkins completed the pump and Murray acknowledged defeat, Perkin~ 
had overcome the possibility of embarrassment and humiliation and thus eliminated ~he l 
! ' 
connotations of exposure to violent forces from his situation. If Perkins felt a threat that was as 
I I 
violent as a stormy sea, his own actions represented an even stronger violence agaiJst that threa~, 
eliminating his exposure to danger and death. Perkins thereby paved the way for reiresenting i 
' I 
himself as respectable, honorable, manly, and socially useful. Instead of experiencink . 
embarrassment and humiliation before the company, he had triumphed and received approving 
nods and smiles, if not cheers and applause. Perkins had vindicated his character as Jone of the 
' I 
city's leading mechanics which was reflected back to him in the gestures of the company. To this 
l 
I 
was added Commodore Murray's warm testimonial concerning Perkins' character as: a man of rare 
I 1 
qualities. All in all, Perkins was able to re-establish pre-industrial values as the meanings of his \ 
! I 
body. 
1 I 
i 
I 
Street encounters, tavern contests, fire fighting, and holiday frolics can also be viewed a~ 
' 
processes of recognition. When artisans made boasts, took positions, played practiqal jokes, 
l 
I 
arrived at fires, or called for a song, they were initiating cultural processes in which /ndividual i 
I , 
artisans performed before a company of men, seeking recognition of theiridentificatlon with pre~ 
I 
industrial values. Entering into these activities burdened with "cares" and "troubles,!' artisans I , , I 
I I 
identified the threats they associated with "care" and "troubles" with the figures of c~mpetitors, · 
...&: Th". . h" "al "ed. I I pe1 lOrmers, or spectators. e1r V1ctones over t err nv s penrutt artisans overcome 
psychological threats, obtain recognition, and finally experience themselves as indepbndent, 
I 
' honest, manly, and free. In other words, they could restore pre-industrial values siw.Ufying 
! 
' 
personal autonomy as the meanings of their body. j 
In cockfighting, the viewing of exhibitions, and some games, artisans engageh in this kind 
I , 
of cultural process without directly participating in competition. Rather they projected the threats 
I i 
they felt into the social field of the contest or exhibition before them and overcame those threatst 
13 
14 
as a result of their spectating. In 1808, an extensive account ofa cock-fight was pqblished in The 
' 
Tickler by a writer who wished to reveal its savagery: I 
: I 
... In this condition he was led to the field of battle and because nature had\ not fumishJd 
him with weapons fatally keen, he was now supplied with artificial ones. I t~ok notice df 
two men in striped jackets, who I after understood stiled themselves pitters.! Their busuless 
was to encourage these little combatants to destroy each other . . . . The e~gagement I 
began, and these little creatures exerted much agility, and mighty valorous t~ey were in I 
their way. Oft were the bloody weapons extracted by these doughty seconds, and as off 
did they urge them to the fight . . . . After many severe onsets one of these poor creatu~es 
had an eye struck out by his antagonist's spur, which went with such violence as to pierde 
quite through the head. The barbarous company, instead of commiserating, I announced 1 
their joy with a loud cheer, which was echoed throughout the whole circle. ;The weapo~ 
was again extracted, but this did not suffice. The combat must again be renbwed. After, a 
few more faint struggles . . . they fell to the ground, gasping in agonies, witli heads reclijied 
on the grass. After a few seconds, one of them raised his head, and made a friotion with:his 
bill, upon which a second tremendous roar proclaimed him victor . . . 1 , 
But aside from the cruelty of the diversion, what ruin has it brought pn families? I 
How many poor mechanics have their wives and children starving at home f\)r want of I 
bread, while they are rioting and reveling at a cock-match! How many of th~ higher rank 
have forfeited their estates, and entailed p,17verty to their posterity, in order that they might 
pay what they call "debts of honour! ... 1 i ! 
I 
' 
Cockfighting allowed artisans and others to play out the process of concret~ng and 
' overcoming threats, by identifying their bodies with values like independence and honor as 
' I 
spectators. What the handlers, owners, supporteril, and spectators immediately sawj and 
experienced was a panorama of death and dismemberment drawn out before them iti the blood- \ 
spurting, eye-piercing, wing-mangling struggle between the cocks. As "Humanitas": emphasizes! 
' i 
' ' 
the fight to the death wa8 mandated by the rules and if a bird should "decline engaging" or I 
I I 
"endeavor to avoid his destiny by flight ... his neck must be twisted, as the reward\for his ! 
I I 
\ I 
· In viewing the cockfight, artisan owners and bettors could project the threats they ! 
associated with "care" onto the field of battle and view those threats from the someihat detachJd 
prowess." 18 
I I 
position of a spectator. This identification with the roosters was enhanced because ihe spectatots 
I I 
bet on the match. If their cock won, the roar of his supporters did not merely signify the approval 
i4 
15 
of victory or the winning of bets, but also a retrieval of the supporter's individuality, a 
demonstration of the supporter's own valor, skill, and virtue, and the representation of the security 
and fullness of their own bodily integrity in opposition to the agonized death suffered by the 
opposing cock. "Humanitas" quotes a typical "cocker" as saying "I glory in a good cock." 
I 
I ' 
Receiving money from bets was a confirmation of both the spectator's triumph in th~ face of death 
and his freedom from the connotations of vulnerability connected with "care." 
19 
In some ways, sports like cockfighting, bear-baiting, and bull-baiting were a model for 
' 
pre-industrial artisan culture. The kind of spectatorship involved in cockfighting was undoubtedly 
important in many day to day cultural activities. Though pre-industrial culture was organized 
around competitive performance, most of the time artisans passed in work breaks, tavern 
socializing, and dinner parties was taken up by observing and passing judgment on the boasts, 
social and political positions, jokes, stories, and singing of others. Like the spectating at a 
cockfight, everyday spectating in pre-industrial culture involved viewing the contests between 
friends and acquaintances as representations of annihilating struggle. Projecting their own 
feelings of being threatened into the contests of their friends, spectators in workshop, street-
corner, and tavern companies identified with the overcoming of threats when they cheered the 
victor and further separated themselves from that sense of threat by heaping abuse and ridicule on 
the vanquished. 
3. Early Experiences of Cultural Failure 
The first step in the decline of pre-industrial culture among Philadelphia artisans was an 
overwhelming of pre-industrial symbolic mechanisms. The initial speculative enterprises of the 
l 780's and l 790's created enormous economic problems for those involved, magnifying their 
feelings of "care" and "trouble" and intensifying connotations of bodily exposure to threats of 
invasion, death, and dismemberment. When such artisans participated in leisure activity, they 
found it extremely difficult to displace the full sense of being threatened onto others !ind thus to ' 
re-establish "independence" and "honor" as the meanings of their bodies. Mathew Carey was a 
good example of a master who launched a speculative enterprise (The American Mu~eum), and 
15 
16 
experienced many difficulties in keeping the enterprise afloat. He ultimately came to signify his 
own body as subject to tremendous pain. Although Carey was a faithful participant in leisure 
I 
(visiting with friends, going to the theater, meeting in taverns with voluntary groups), his 
I 
hypochondriacal chest pain indicated that the connotations of his body as subject to rhreats of 
death and disease had become so intense that he was compelled to represent them as "real" in his 
body. Instead of experiencing himself as "independent," "respectable," and "social Jseful," Care~ 
experienced specters of death and disease as actual sensations in his chest. Thus cJey's , 
I 
participation in the cultural practices of pre-industrial leisure failed to enable him to identify 
himself with pre-industrial values. I 
' 
John Fitch is another example of how speculative artisan enterprise created pressures for
1 
' ' 
cultural transformation. Like Mathew Carey, Fitch was an artisan who gave up trad,itional craft 
goals of achieving a modest "competence" and developed ambitions to acquire wealth and 
' 
perform public service on a large scale. A prosperous silvermaker in Trenton befori: the 
I 
I . 
I 
Revolution, Fitch lost his property to the British and spent much of the war as an Indian and 
I I 
British prisoner. While imprisoned in Detroit and Montreal, Fitch's ambitions took a speculative1 
' 
cast. When he returned to Bucks County, Fitch came up with the idea of using steak to power ' 
boats on water. Fitch's aim was to construct a steam-powered vessel on the westernlwaters of the 
' 
Ohio and Mississippi. If successful, Fitch thought that he would make a fortline for 'himself and 
perform the public service of enriching "America at least 3 times as much as all that ~ountry N. ' 
I I 
W. of the Ohio .... " To Fitch this kind of contribution was comparable to Peter thf Great's f 
service in introducing "the arts in Muscova" or Louis XVI in aiding the American R~volution. I 
Instead of following.more traditional artisans in thinking about "honor," "respectabi~ty," and I 
"character" in terms of his reputation among small circles of his relatives, friends, anf creditors, l 
Fitch thought of these kinds of values in Homeric terms of undying fame. He asked 'himself 
rhetorically: "When future ages shall revere the great Lewis the 16, for promoting tJe happiness 
I 
and interest ofMankind, will there be no sons of Columbia toeclips the Mighty Mo~arch, and 
introduce one of the first powers ofNature into our Empire?"20 I 
16 
17 
However, Fitch's work on the steamboat brought him frustration and controversy instead 
of fame. At the beginning of! 786, Fitch moved to Philadelphia, formed a companyioflocal 
I , 
investors to fund the construction of a steamboat, and recruited Henry Voight to work with him( 
Fitch's and Voight's initial experiments with steam-powered paddles and screws prated I 
unworkable and they almost gave up the project after the embarrassing failure of oni public trial!. 
! I 
Even after Fitch came up with a workable plan to use cranks and oars and developed a number Jf 
technical innovations in cranking, he and Voight were still forced to engage in a tedi~us trial-anJ- . 
I 
error process to make their parts compatible.21 I 
The practical difficulties of steamboat building created severe financial probl~ms for Fite~. 
. I 
Fitch and Voight often had to rebuild the whole steam works when they changed or :adjusted a I 
' I 
piece of equipment and were forced to return many times to his reluctant company ~f investors : 
for money. However, money was not regularly forthcoming because the members of the company 
were not among the wealthiest menin Philadelphia. As a result, Fitch experienced c~h shortages, 
' 
was continually pressed for payment by his journeymen and landlords, and found hin;iselfso poor 
I 
that he was forced to dress in clothes that had tears and holes in them. Some of Fitch's creditors 
\ 
were so frustrated by his failure to pay his debts that they resorted to the judicial system. "I have 
been continually tiezed with duns from our workmen and imbarrassed with Constables, for debts,; 
and continually so bare and mean an appearance, that every decent man must and ought to dispise 
I 
me from my appearance. 1122 ! 
As a result of his difficulties, Fitch experienced neither the reverence due him as the man 
I 
who "made the Greatest improvement on inland navigation that was ever made sine~ the first 1 
invention of Paddles or Oars," nor the respect given to a prosperous <;raftsman.23 ~o the I 
contrary, Fitch saw his efforts as painful and degrading. In reflecting on his frustratibns in gettirlg 
I i 
a patent for the steamboat from Congress, Fitch wrote that: I I 
When I received information of that (his failure to receive an exclusive patent for 
the steamboat) and reflecting how I had ruined myself to serve my country, dnd 
how many sleepless, restless nights I had suffered to bring about one of the 
I 
I 
I 
17 
18 
greatest events . . . and had placed myself on the base dependence of my friends, it 
effected me beyond measure, could I have been dependent on my township only 
for my sustenance I could have supported it much better, or could I have recalled 
my life_ for f'2~ years, I would gladly have offered my neck to the common 
executioner. 
With this disappointment, Fitch finds the whole history of anxiety and care c?nnected to i 
the steamboat to be such a burden that he imagines himself as better offifhe had be~n executed I 
before beginning the project. Where drinking songs portrayed leisure as violently oJercoming i 
' ' 
"care," Fitch represented his own violent death as a strategy for "supporting" his awlreness of the 
I 
emotional traumas and enduring economic dependency of steamboat building. Fitch I casually 
I 
participated in pre-industrial leisure, treating his journeymen to brandy, getting "mildly glad" in 
I 
I 
liquor with passersby at the steamboat dock, founding a society of deists, and boardi/Jg at a 
tavern. However, he was not able to overcome his steamboat-related cares through ~articipatio~ 
in leisure. Either he could not concretize the violent threats implied by his anxieties and cares or. 
I , 
he could not experience himself as overcoming them through cultural performance. rstead 9f ! 
overcoming care by exulting in the humiliation and defeat of others in the manner of Perkins, Fitch 
I : 
' 
proposed to make his exaggerated burden of care bearable by offering up his own death. 
Overcoming his sense of anxiety, humiliation, and degradation through viole~ce toward 
1 
himself is a recurring theme in Fitch's petitions and letters. In discussing his financial dependencJ 
I 
on his friends, Fitch compares amputation favorably to asking his :friends for money: 
1 
I 
i i' All the hardships that I have ever experienced were nothing to the distress ofl 
feeling in raising money from my best friends. Could money have been extracted Ii, 
from my limbs, amputation would have taken place, provided the disjointed p~5 could have been readily joined, rather than to make the demands which I have. 
, I 
By 1792, Fitch could no longer mobilize support for the steamboat project frlm his friends 
and investors and consequently could not keep the steamboat project afloat. The djth blow haJ 
come with the refusal of the commissioner of patents to give Fitch priority in the stekboat over I 
I 
his competitor Rumsey. By the beginning of 1792, Fitch was reduced to"writing his journal and : 
I 
I 
I 
18 
' 
19 
autobiography, wearying his patrons with applications and remonstrances, and railing at the 
ignorance, prejudice, and folly of the world." Writing his Autobiography and Stean'iboat History 
were especially ominous because Fitch had decided to commit suicide and wanted t~ preserve Js 
accomplishments for posterity, hoping to gain the future acclaim that his contempo~aries denied! 
him.
26 
Fitch did not commit suicide for six more years, but the will that he drew up in July, 1792, 
represents a new departure in Fitch's self-representation. The focal point of the doclment is "T~e 
I 
Song of the Brown Jug." 
The Song of the Brown Jug 
With my jug in one hand and my pipe in the other 
I'll drink to my neighbor and friend 
All my cares in a whiffofTobacco I'll Smother 
My life I know Shortly must End , 
While Ceres most kindly refills my Brown JugWith Brown Ale 
I will make myself mellow 
In my old vicar Chair I'll set myself snug 
Like and jolly and true-hearted Fellow 
I'll ne'er trouble myself with the Cares of my Nation 
I've enough of My own for to mind 
All we see in this World is but grief and vexation 
To Death I am Shortly Resigned j 
So we'll Laugh Drink and Smoke and leave Nothing to Care, 
And Drop like a Pair [Pear] Ripe and Mellow I 
When Cold in my Coffin I'll leave thellJ,~ Say I 
He's gone what a True-hearted Felio~ J 
, I 
In "The Song of the Brown Jug," the acceptance of death is a condition und~r which Fit~h 
I 
overcomes his "cares" and reestablishes the bodily integrity of setting himself snug "·like a true-
hearted Fellow." When Fitch states that "my life I know Shortly must End" and "tolDeath I am 
. ' 
Shortly Resigned," he indicates that he is aware of imminent death when he takes url his jug and 
pipe. His awareness of death serves a positive role in combating care. As with othJr drinking 
songs, "care" refers to practical problems and the attitude of worry and concern that acts violen~ly 
on the mind. For Fitch, however, care is so painful and pervasive that he experiencJs the world~ 
19 
20 
nothing but "grief and vexation." He does not view leisure as overwhelming "care".and re-
establishing a sense of the body as integrated and coherent in the manner of other drinking songs. 
Rather, it is because death offers the prospect of a definitive end to his cares that Fiich can l 
portray his participation in leisure as overcoming care and establishing a sense ofbddily integriJ. 
I I 
Only with the certainty of death could Fitch "Laugh, Drink, and Smoke and leave Nothing to : 
I 
Care." Only after his death could he be fully recognized as a "True-hearted fellow.'i 
Fitch's representation of his death as a condition for overcoming care involJes a I 
fundamental change in the signification of his body. Where other pre-industrial artiJans entered, 
the leisure process burdened by "cares" that include sickness and death, Fitch prese~ts himself J 
\ I 
identifying with death as he enters into drinking, smoking, and laughing with his friebds. Instead 
! I 
of signifying his body as threatened with death, Fitch is signifies it as practically dea~ since his · 
' 
perception that death is imminent guides his current actions. It is important to stress that Fitch's 
identification ofhimselfas practically dead occurred outside the context of the proc\lsses of 
' I 
recognition typical of pre-industrial culture. Unable to overcome care and signify his body as 
independent or true-hearted in his dockside drinking and tavern socializing, Fitch ha~ to go 
outside the resources of pre-industrial culture to identify himself as "dead," his "deaJh" being a 
I 
preliminary means to overcome care. The process by which Fitch's thoughts turned !from the 
representation of death as a threatening specter toward embracing his death as the nbcessary 
I 
condition for overcoming care is obscure. Nevertheless, in identifying with his deat\t, Fitch was I 
engaged in a mode of self-identification foreign to pre-industrial culture. In a fundabtental way, 
i 
he had moved outside pre-industrial culture to a morbid romanticism found frequently in the 
, I 
I 
nineteenth century but rarely before. ' 
I 
Fitch did not willfully abandon pre-industrial culture. Rather, he moved out,ide its I 
boundaries with extreme reluctance. In "The Song of the Brown Jug," Fitch's pre-i~entification I 
with his death serves as a kind of cultural supplement that makes it possible for him to "re- I 
establish" a positive signification of his body through participation in artisan leisure. 
1
! Certain of~s 
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the integrity of his body when he sets himself "snug" in his old vicar's chair, and acting like a 
"true-hearted fellow." Fitch even represents himself as participating in pre-industriil! culture after 
his death. In his will, Fitch leaves money to pay for anyone who is willing to lead a !company oJ 
men to visit his grave on the date of his death, sing "The Song of the Brown Jug," Jid drink a I , 
toast. Fitch pictured himself as a vicarious participant in pre-industrial leisure after his death, 
taking his turn to treat the company and being present for drinks, song, jokes, and 1Jughter. In I 
I 
Fitch's mind, accepting his death solidified his participation in pre-industrial culture beyond the 
I 
grave. 
4. Mania a Poto 
If John Fitch's business difficulties created such a burden of care that the effdrt to signify 
I 
I 
his body as integrated and secure forced him outside the mechanisms of pre-industrial culture, he 
was a fairly isolated case during the l 780's and l 790's. Other artisans and merchants pioneered 
1 
nationwide distribution of their products, erected ofmanufactories, integrated new t~chnologies I 
into manufacturing, and speculated in local markets. The typefounding firm ofBinn~y and : 
Ronaldson dominated the national market for types, shoemakers like John Bedford Jroduced \ 
shoes by the thousand for the West Indian market, master carpenters were beginninJ to build \ 
houses on the assumption that people would buy them, and some spinners were be~g to bu~d 
manufactories. The speculative operations of Carey, Bedford, and many of the spec~lative \ 
carpenters had severe financial troubles, but these only effected themselves, their sub~contractors, 
and their journeymen because the trades of printing, shoemaking, and house carpenti were not ' 
organized on a speculative basis. The largest group of workers affected by technolo~cal 
innovations was the immigrant hand spinners whose wages were reduced because oflthe 
1 
competition of machine-spun cloth from New England. Thus, it is doubtful that the great majority 
of artisans such cares and troubles. felt as pioneers like John Fitch. It is doubtful that a large 
number of artisans were pushed outside the bounds of pre-industrial culture.28 
By the 1820's however, the "speculative" enterprise of the 1780's and 1790's had become 
the norm in large sections of the economy. Entrepreneurs like J. J. Borie and JosephjRipka · 
21 
22 
invested large amounts of capital to build factories in Manayunk: for producing coarse yam and 
simple cloth patterns, primarily for foreign markets. The competition from power looms led to a 
continuous downward pressure on wages among hand-loom weavers during the 1820's and 
' 
' 
183 O's, dropping their wages to the level of street sweepers. Skilled mule spinners ~hrived in the 
1820's because of the large market for specialized yam, but found themselves displaced by 
I 
technical innovations in the early 1830's. For the immigrant population of male spinpers and 
i 
weavers, the re-organization of production to serve international markets, the intro~uction of 
machinery, and the greater division oflabor created an environment that dramatically increased : 
their economic difficulties and consequently their sense of" care," "trouble," "ills," and the like. 
Carpenters faced little inter-regional competition or technical innovation, but the speculative 
character of housebuilding resulting in a large number of masters being employed as 
subcontractors to other masters. These sub-contractors then exercised downward pressure on 
journeymen's wages. Downward pressure, underemployment, factorization, and Ios~ of control ' 
' 
over the work environment affected shoemaking, ropemaking, glassmaking, tailorin~, and other; 
trades as well. 29 
Unfortunately, there is no direct testimony in diaries, autobiographies, or memoirs 
concerning the impact of these economic developments on how artisans signified tht)ir bodies. 
However, indirect evidence of the inability of male artisans and workers to signify their bodies 
using pre-industrial values can be seen in the growing incidence of mania a potu during the 1820's 
and 1830's. Mania a potu or delirium tremens is a mental and physical disorder asso,ciated with ; 
heavy drinking Of drug use. In mania a potu, symptoms of stomach distress, headache, and an I 
I 
' 
attitude of watchfulness began when an extremely heavy drinker suddenly abstained :from alcoho,I. 
Within one or two days, these symptoms developed into hallucinations of collapsing walls, 
assaults by friends and relatives, attacks by animals or devils, or arrest for particularly disgusting 
: I 
crimes like robbing graves. Those who suffered from mania a potu also became prepccupied with 
I 
imaginary business and spent hours drawing up accounts, counting buildings, and pitking up 
money. The hallucinations themselves were not life-threatening, but resulted in an i1,1cessant self-
! 
22 
23 
protective activity of holding up walls, begging for release, and experiencing an int~nsive wariness 
that wore down the physical system and could be fatal, especially in those who were already ill 
' 
from long periods of heavy drinking. The treatment for mania a po tu in the nineteehth century \ 
was to give the patient a sleep-inducing agent like alcohol or opium. As one ninetelnth century! 
. ! I 
physician noted, patients rarely recovered unless they could be induced to sleep. 
always recovered after a full sleep. 30 
' They almost 
I 
I 
Although physicians like Benjamin Rush had treated mania a potu for some time, the \ 
number of cases increased during the l 820's and l 830's to the point where mania a kotu came t~ 
be perceived as a public health problem. In 1825, it was enough of an issue that a p~blic-spiritek 
, I 
lawyer like William Davidson argued in his diary that opening the Atheneum on Su1days wouldj 
' ' 
give young men an alternative to taverns and thus prevent the disease. Statistics fof mania a poiu 
' 
are scarce, but a rough estimate of the incidence of the disease can be gathered frorrt a report mi. 
I I 
the distribution of deaths in the Philadelphia Hospital.31 j , 
Deaths from mania a potu at Philadelphia Hospital 
1832 
1833 
1834 
1835 
1836 
1837 
1838 
1839 
1840 
75 
43 
60 
19 
24 
43 
16 
13
32 4 
I 
I 
I 
What makes these statistics significant is that the cure rates for mania a potul at the 
l 
Philadelphia Hospital were 95% when treated with alcohol and 90% when treated ~th opium. 
Philadelphia Hospital treated mania a potu with opium until 1837. Thus, the facilitylwould have. , I 
treated something on the order of6, 750 cases of mania a potu in 1832 if they had al90% cure I 
rate, an average of more than 129 new cases per week. Of course, PhiladelphiaHoJpital was oje 
23 
24 
of at least five major hospitals in the city during the 1820's and 1830's. The case load of mania a 
potu for the city as a whole must have been much higher. Seventy-seven percent of those who 1 
died from mania a potu at the Philadelphia Hospital were men, and while the Hospital did not I 
break down its case load by occupation, medical dissertations written in Philadelphil during thel 
1820's conclude that most of those who suffered from the disease were laborers, cabal workers,i 
artisans, and other members of the lower orders. 
The high incidence of mania a potu is evidence that drinking and associated forms of 
I 
leisure no longer allowed artisans to signify their bodies in terms of pre-industrial viilues. The 
i 
I 
cultural failure ofleisure can be seen in the situation of individuals immediately before they 1 
' I 
I I 
developed symptoms of mania a potu. The heavy-drinking worker was in an either.!or position, i 
I I 
either drink or quickly fall into hallucinations of caving walls, attacking animals and 1demons, or 
1 
I I 
arrest for horrible crimes. To have this readiness for mania a potu, a man must hav~ already I 
formed a disposition toward hallucinations in which he represented the fictional agehcies of walls, 
animals, demons, and enemies as having a higher priority than the practical world in which he I 
i 
existed. The drinking songs discussed above portrayed artisans and others as feeling burdened lly 
"cares" and "ills" in which they represented themselves as "susceptible" to attack, dbth, and 
1 
-
! 
dismemberment, while Carey's chest pain represented him as under siege from intenjal degeneracy 
and the approach of death. However, to be disposed toward hallucination implied a: much morel 
' I 
urgent sense of vulnerability than either the drinking songs or Carey, a sense of vulnerability so ' 
I 
I 
powerful that it impelled men to represent attacks as actually occurring on the body.' 
I 
A disposition toward mania a potu implies the cultural failure of an individual's previous 
leisure activity. Drinking songs portrayed artisans as displacing their sense ofvulnerility 
through convivial drinking, as drowning the cares that "discompose the mind" in thellgive and ta~e 
of pre-industrial leisure. If anything, those artisans who were disposed toward mania a potu hadi 
an accelerated pattern of participation in drinking and other forms ofleisure. They ~ould most 
1 
likely have spent much time drinking in taverns, oyster cellars, and grog shops and pkrhaps 1 
participated to a greater degree than others in the various kinds of tavern games, gakbling, and \ 
I 
24 
25 
other contests of knowledge, skill, and nerve. Likewise, many would have been in the crowds for 
election day, Fourth of July celebrations, and other prominent events even if they were not 
' ; 
members of political parties, militia companies, or other volunteer groups. Unlike ~arlier artisans 
' 
however, those who developed mania a potu must not have been able to experience themselves,as 
removing the representations of threats against their bodily integrity that made "car~" and "woes" 
' I 
' ' 
so burdensome. Even though artisans participated in the give-and-take of activities organized as 
' I 
processes of recognition, they must not have been able to either displace representations of threat 
! 
onto others, experience themselves as overcoming various threats through participation in pre-
industrial leisure, or identify themselves with values of independence, honor, and respectability. 1 
Instead the sense of "care" among thousands of artisans was so acute that they were on the ver~e 
I 
of hallucination. Because participation in pre-industrial leisure had failed to make it possible for 
them to identify their bodies with the ideals of pre-industrial culture, large numbers of artisans 
were drifting toward a limited form of psychosis. Drinking was serving only as a defensive 
I ' 
measure preventing the emergence of symptoms. In this sense, the drinking ofthos~ who were: 
' 
disposed to mania a potu was analogous to the drinking of John Fitch in "The Song'. of the Brown 
Jug." It was no longer functioning within the context of pre-industrial culture. 
Conclusion 
Mania a potu and the "Song of the Brown Jug" were symptoms of the decline of pre-
industrial culture, but should be considered as outcomes of a broader cultural process for which 
' ' 
there would few historical sources. If mania a potu can be seen as evidence of the failure of pre-
' ' 
industrial culture, it needs to be viewed as the last link in a Jong chain of events that begins with
1 
. ' 
burdens of troubles, cares, and ills that could not be readily relieved through participation in pre-
industrial leisure. Perhaps artisans and workers found themselves leaving the taverns, oyster 
houses, and theaters feeling just as burdened by trouble and care as when they entered. Perhaps 
artisans and workers found themselves concentrating their leisure behavior (drink, tjrawl, and 
gamble more intensely), participating in leisure more frequently (more sprees and fr~lics), or 
25 
26 
valuing the anaesthetizing qualities of alcohol as opposed to the symbolic process of social 
drinking. These kinds of small cultural failures are difficult if not impossible to detect in presently 
' I 
available cultural records, but would have been the main locus of cultural failure dupng the period 
of early industrialization in Philadelphia. 
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lMathew Carey to Christopher Carey, Dec. 16, 1788; also Mathew Carey to Rev. ~ames Carey; 
Dec. 16, 1788. Carey first reports his hypochondriacal chest pain in November, 1788. The pam 
bothered him after an hour or two at his desk in May, 1789, and it seemed to end b~ Septembet, 
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